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History and ancient history degree

Throughout the programmes, the focus is on the need to analyse, discuss and implement historical evidence in a variety of contexts and not just the ability to memorize. You will learn through lectures, tutorials and seminars, with a growing focus at each successive level on student-led learning. Modules are designed to encourage you to think about the long-term developments
and processes of historical change and to make comparisons between countries and cultures. This helps you progress from the more defined topics studied to a level. Modules are also designed to encourage you to think and write analytically about these broad topics. They highlight historical questions that require you to identify patterns over time or between countries and isolate
common or competing trends, rather than focusing on short-term or one-off explanations. Teaching hours You will have on average 1-3 hours of teaching per module and will have to allow up to nine extra hours of private study. You should expect the total workload to be on average about 40 hours per week during the time period. As well as attending lectures and writing essays
and missions, you will be expected to make presentations in seminars or tutorials. We encourage your presentation work, as it actively involves you in teaching and learning and develops important life skills, would be good verbal and visual communication and effective interaction with others. Personal tutor You will have a personal tutor as well as tutors in individual disciplines and
they will work with you to monitor your progress as well as providing pastoral support and other helpers. You will have a chance to make the mark on programs through regular student evaluations and participation in Student-Personal Liaison Committees and Student History Societies on both campuses. will I be evaluated? All diplomas in the Department of History have
evaluations and exams every year. Although formal exams are important qualification tests, up to 50 percent of your grades will come from other forms of assessment, including essay courses, projects, dissertations and qualification measures in presentation and oral work. The exact balance will depend on the modules you choose and you will be informed about the evaluation
methods before making the choices. Progression You must pass the first year assessment to advance to the second year, but the results are not taken into account for the classification of the degree. For three-year programmes, the evaluations in the second and third years shall contribute to the final grade classification. For four-year programmes, the evaluations in the second,
third and fourth years shall contribute to the final grade classification. Oxford historians move to careers in such varied fields as law, teaching, investment banking and consultancy, advertising, Public service, publication, journalism and media, global charity work, museums librarian and archiving work. Ancient and modern history graduates include a civil servant, a librarian and a
charity campaign manager. Mary-Kate says: Through my shared course I developed skills in working flexibly and under pressure, improved my analytical skills and learned to be independent minded. All of this has proven to be invaluable assets in my career as a Fast Streamer for the Home Office. Being a Fast Streamer means you're following an accelerated graduate training and
development program.'Heather now works as a lecturer in British history at Humboldt University in Berlin. She says: Learning to work independently and under the pressure of time as a student was the perfect preparation for an academic career. It gave me the skills I needed to successfully teach at the university level and the self-confidence needed to publish and present my
research to my colleagues. Coronavirus information for applicants and bid holders We understand that future students and bid holders may have concerns about the ongoing coronavirus outbreak. The university is following advice from the UK Universities, Public Health England and Foreign And Commonwealth Office. Read our latest coronavirus information Grade awarded
Bachelor of Arts (BA) Duration 3 years typical A-level offer typical contextual A-level offer (what is this?) ABB including A in History or Ancient History Typical International Baccalaureate offer 35 points in total. 6,6,5 in top-level subjects (including 6 in History or Ancient History) Full entry requirements apply to the study at a university ranked 9th in the UK for History (Complete
University Guide 2020), while Ancient History at Manchester received a maximum score (93%) for student satisfaction in the National Student Survey 2020. Combines the study of the Greek and Roman worlds with medieval and modern history. Discover medieval and contemporary history, stretching from late antiquity to modern histories of globalization. Learn from passionate
and dedicated historians on the edge of their subjects. Receive training in a variety of historiographical techniques, including vital specialisms for historical research. Learn to study in Manchester by visiting us on one of our open days. Tuition fees for home students starting their studies in September 2021 will be £9,250 a year. Tuition fees for international students will be £19,500
a year. For general information, please refer to the license funding pages. The Additional Cost Policy All students should normally be able to complete their study programme without incurring additional tuition costs in addition to the tuition fee for that programme. Mandatory mandatory unavoidable total amount of more than 1% of the annual student fee per year, regardless of
whether the program in question is the bachelor's or postgraduate teaching, will be made clear to you at the point of application. Additional information may be in university policy on additional costs incurred by students under undergraduate and postgraduate programmes (PDF document, 91KB). Use the links below to view lists of courses in related areas. Classical History and
Ancient History The University of Manchester is regulated by the Office for Students (OFS). OfS aims to help students succeed in higher education by ensuring that they receive excellent information and guidance, obtain a high-quality education that prepares them for the future and protects their interests. More information can be found on the OfS website. You can find regulations
and policies relating to the lives of students at the University of Manchester, including our degree regulations and complaint procedure, on our regulatory website. You will be taught through a variety of methods, ranging from great lectures to seminars to individual tutorials. Lectures are used to provide a historical narrative and to raise key historical questions and areas of debate.
Seminars are where you share your opinion on these debates and present your interpretation of history. The evaluation is done through exams and essays, source analyses, group projects and presentations. Independent learning When you do not participate in lectures, seminars or other scheduled sessions, you will expect to continue to learn independently through self-study.
This will usually involve reading journal articles and books, working on individual and group projects, conducting library research, preparing course and presentation assignments, and preparing for exams. To help you with independent learning, you can access our Library and social study spaces in your home rooms. Contact times will depend on the option modules you select.
You can see contact times details on individual module pages. Academic Support Our student learning development team provides help in the following areas: academic studies and exam skills writing presentations dissertations numerical skills matching sources Our accessability center provides support and practical help to students with dyslexia or other specific learning
difficulties, including physical, mental health or mobility difficulties, deafness, or visual impairments. Teachers You will be taught by an experienced teaching team whose expertise and knowledge are closely adapted to the content of the modules on the course. Doctoral students who have completed teacher training can also contribute to the teaching of seminars under the
supervision of the module leader. Our teaching is informed of the research we do. You can learn more about our staff by visiting our staff profiles. Feedback This course allows you to the classical world alongside modern history. Ancient history gives you an understanding of cultures and societies in the Greek and Roman worlds, a period that stretches from 2000 î.Hr. to around
600 d.Hr., while modern history focuses on the era from the Crusades to 1960. 1960. the first year is about discovery and experimentation. You will address important modern questions and follow them to their roots, exploring different periods of history through both literary and material sources. You can improve your knowledge of the ancient world through ancient history
modules and optional modules in Latin and Greek, or deepen your understanding through manual experience with artifacts from the Ure Museum. Your history modules will lead you over the last thousand years, giving you the chance to explore different historical periods before you have your own interests later in progress. To complete your studies, you can choose one of the
Department of History's popular professional insertion modules and acquire useful transferable skills and professional experience. The university also offers all students the chance to learn a modern language alongside their core subjects. You will be encouraged to gain direct experience of ancient sites through independent travel, for which you can apply for our annual travel
scholarship. You can also apply to study at the British School in Athens and the British School in Rome, which provides both summer school opportunities for students at the University of Reading. Placement Placements are encouraged and both departments benefit from an officer dedicated to placements to help write CVs and application letters. The Archives and History
Discovery Collections module is ideal if you are interested in a career in libraries or archives, while Going Public: Presenting the Past, Planning the Future provides an insight into heritage and museum works. University Museums also offer a number of voluntary placements. If you want to gain first-hand experience of life in another culture you can choose to study abroad for a part
of your degree. For more information, please visit the Department of Classics website. Select Reading as your firm choice on UCAS, and we'll guarantee you a seat if you reach a lower grade than the published offer. Typical BBB offer, including grade B in The history of Level A, ancient history or classical civilization. International Baccalaureate 30 points in total, including 5 in
History at higher level In recognition of the excellent training that the extended qualification of the project (EPQ) offers students for university studies, we can now include achievements in EPQ as part of a formal offer. BTEC Extended Diploma DDM (The modules taken must be comparable to the subject-specific requirements) English language requirements IELTS 7.0, with no
component below 6.0 For information on other English qualifications, please visit our international student pages. Alternative entry requirements for international and For country-specific entry requirements, see country entry requirements. International Foundation Program If you are an international or EU student and do not meet the conditions for direct entry to your chosen
diploma, you can join the University of International Foundation Programme. The successful completion of this 1-year program guarantees you a place on your chosen bachelor's degree. English-language requirements start as low as IELTS 4.5, depending on the degree of progression and start date. Learn more about our basic program for the English pre-session program If you
need to improve your English score you can take a pre-session English course before you enter your degree. Code Module Conventioncl1RH Roman History: The Rise and Fall of the Republic DR Andreas Gavrielatos CL1GH Greek History: War, society, and change in the Archaic Age DR Emma Aston HS1JH1 Travels through history 1:Power and people DR Elizabeth Matthew
HS1JH2 Journeys through history 2: Culture and Concepts PROF Anne Lawrence HS1RSO Research Skills and Opportunities in History DR Ruth Salter Code Module Convention PP1RP Radical Philosophy PROF Maximilian De Gaynesford PP1GJ Global Justice DR Shalini Sinha PP1ML Life Sense DR Luke Elson PO1INE Inequality DR Jonathan Golub MT1CC Climate
Change Science PROF Nigel Arnell EC111 Economic Policy and Social Issues PROF Giovanni Razzu EC110 Climate Change Economy DR Stefania Lovo CL1TR Texts, Readers, and WritersproF Eleanor Dickey CL1L1 Latin 1 (C) MRS Jackie Baines CL1SO Ancient Song PROF Ian Rutherford CL1G1 Ancient Greek 1 MRS Jackie Baines AR1SOC Contemporary World Cultures
: An Introduction to Social Anthropology DR Thomas Grisofi AR1REV10 Revolutions in Human Behavior : 4 million years î.Hr. so far [10 credits] DR Aleks Pluskowski AR1MET Archaeology today: methods and practices MS Amanda Clarke AR1REV Human Revolutions Behaviour: 4 million years î.Hr. to date DR Aleks Pluskowski AR1FOR Forensic Anthropology and The
Archaeology of Death MRS Ceri Falys AR1FOR10 Forensic Anthropology and Archaeology of Death [10 credit] MRS Ceri Falys AR1EMP Early Empires : Mesopotamia, Egypt &amp; Rome PROF Roger Matthews AP1SB1 Introduction to management DR Yiorgos Gadanakis LA1PK1 IWLP Modern Greek 1 PROF Timothy Duff ML1IL Introduction to Linguistics DR Federico
Faloppa MC1HPE Museum History, Politics and Ethics DR Rhi Smith MC1PP Past Presentation DR Rhi Smith Code Module Convention ED2TS1 Development of Transferable Skills Through a School Placement 1 DR Caroline Foulkes
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